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Principal’s Report 

Newsletter 3 – Term 4 

 

Today is our term 4 School Development Day.  In the morning staff are engaging in workshops to interrogate our school data.  We are 

seeking to identify the programs and activities that are having positive impact on student learning and progress as well as those areas we 

still need to develop.   

Our afternoon professional learning is around Trauma Informed Practice.  We will work with Charmain Backwell, specialist school        

psychologist from the School of Special Education Needs:  Behaviour and Engagement, who will facilitate the learning on how to engage 

and teach students who experienced trauma.  

If you did not attend our assembly last week you would have missed me acknowledging our students who have been taking part in  

swimming lessons.  I received feedback from the swimming instructors that our students had behaved exceptionally well in and out of 

the water.  They had commented that all the children were speaking the same language around their behaviour and the accountability 

between students was impressive.  The students really did represent our school with pride and demonstrated our value of Unity.   

Overnight on Wednesday we unfortunately had some vandalism done in the school grounds.  Disappointingly our sun cream was used to 

graffiti around the school on the brick work and turf.  Our cleaning and gardening team worked quickly to clean up and repair  the      

damage and have the school looking great for the students when they arrived.  If you do notice any suspicious behaviours on the school 

site after hours please phone school security on 1800 177 777. 

 

Jacquie Cooper 

Principal 

 

 

Please notify the front office via email if your child/children will not be attending 

Deanmore Primary School in 2020 

 

Deanmore Primary School Payments 

When paying into the Deamore Primary School account please write your childs  surname and what 

you are paying for. 

Our bank account details are: 

Account Name: Deanmore Primary School 

BSB:           306 073 

Account Number: 1006385 

Payments of cash or cheque in envelopes are to be placed in the  blue boxes outside the  office. 
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DEPUTY Principal’s REPORT 

TEAM DEANMORE 

To coincide with swimming lessons and the introduction of our Sun Aware policy, students spent time focusing on our expected            
behaviour of, “Responsibility – We wear the appropriate uniform”.  

After our Team Deanmore assembly, where students helped Seamore fix his uniform and display our ‘start’ behaviours, everyone had the 
opportunity to design a broad brimmed hat that reflected key elements of our school; our values, Team Deanmore, our factions and our 
sun aware message. With help from the Team Deanmore committee, Seamore chose a winner from each year level. Congratulations 
Courtia from G4, Chloe from G1, Sienna from K2, Gracie K4, Eve from M4, Beth from M2, Grace from D1 and Lisa from D3. All our winners 
were presented with their Team Deanmore prize packs at our most recent Team Deanmore assembly.   

 

 

 



 

 
Merit and Value Awards 

Congratulations! 
 
 
 

    Merit    Value 

 

 Room  D1 Oliver Toovey Adam Strophair       

 Room D2 Macee King Olivia Byrne       

 Room          D3 Keanu Wilson Jet White    

 Room   D4 Amber Morey Dustin Yates      

 Room  D5 Lulu Smith-Hayes Poppy Morrison  

    

          Room    M1 Josie Hebiton Ellie Reichelt    

 Room M2 Ntale Edwin Sophie Drakeford     

   

 Room  M3 Joshua Walker Natalia Davis      

  

 Room  M4 Caris Edmonds Samuel Corredor Zapata    

  

 Room          M5 Austin Gastevski LIvinia Caddaye     

 Room  M6 Caitlyn Mulhall Luna McGovern    

 

 Room  K1 Rocky Gosling Samuel Hebiton      

 Room  K2 Shaina Britton Arlo Grochowski      

 Room  K3 Lillian Hollingsworth Dylan Pearson      

 Room  K4 Khloe Perry Isabelle Drakeford     

  

 Room  G1 Noah Castel Rishaan Khandpur     

  

 Room  G2 Petra Quinn Marko Medic      

 Room  G3 Troy Inman Tippy Sheldon    

    

  

 Science  Tyler Rhodes   

 

 Lote  Amara Hough 

  

 Sport                            Harry King 



 

 

TEAM DEANMORE AT THE WACA 

Team Deanmore took over the WACA on Tuesday evening at the WBBL Perth Scorchers v Sydney Thunder game.   Over 200 kids and  
family members were at the game with Deanmore students all experiencing activities on the hallowed turf.  Mr Rodgers was named 
‘Volunteer of the Game’ at the end and met all the players with his daughter, Matilda from G4.  



 


